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1. Basics of the technology 

Photothermal Spectroscopy 

Overview 

The main purpose of the system is characterization of absorption for different optical elements: coatings, substrates, crystals, 

interfaces, etc. The setup is of a pump/probe type, based on the thermal lensing effect1. Absorption is tested at the wavelength of 

a “pump” laser. For better sensitivity the pump is chopped to provide periodic heating of a tested object.  

                                                 
1 See www.stan-pts.com , “How it works” page for more information on the technology. 

Big sapphire crystal tested at 532 nm 
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Probe beam senses the heating effect of absorbed pump. Periodic heating provided by the chopped pump results in periodic 

perturbation of the probe beam shape. The photothermal signal comes as a small modulation of a relatively big photodetector 

current. The average current, the DC signal, and the small modulation of it at the chopping frequency, AC signal, define the 

modulation depth AC/DC which is proportional to absorption. AC and DC signals are picked up by the Si photodetector and 

processed by the dual-phase lock-in amplifier that is tuned to the chopping frequency.  

 

The sensitivity of the instrument is defined by the noise-equivalent amount of absorbed pump power. There is no theoretical 

limit for sensitivity (the noise can always be reduced by stronger filtering of the signal), however, for practical realization of the 

system (data acquisition time of up to 30 sec, average laboratory environment), the sensitivity is better than 25 nW for many 

optical materials. Therefore, for 2 W of output pump power (1 W after chopper), as low absorption as 0.025 ppm will be sensed.  

 

Screenshot of the LabView program window depicting the results of 1x1mm area scan 
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The pump/probe arrangement and the probe detection (the imaging unit) are optimized to the theoretical limit where the probe 

intensity change at the center of the probe I/I is close to a two-beam interferometer case:  I/I =  where  is the distortion 

of the optical phase of the probe induced by the pump The phase distortion relies on the index of refraction distortion and/or 

thermal expansion of the tested material. The 0.1 ppm estimate is valid for most glasses and many crystals. The effect is 

inversely proportional to thermal conductivity which makes such materials as sapphire or silicon less responsive. 

 

To avoid cross-effects between pump and probe other then absorption in the tested object, and to allow 3D mapping of 

absorption, probe crosses pump at an angle, 5 to 10 deg being the most popular choice. 

 

The 3D space resolution of the system is defined by the pump/probe overlap area. Transverse resolution corresponds to the 

pump spot size, typically 50 to 100 m, while longitudinal resolution depends also on the pump/probe crossing angle, index of 

refraction of the tested material and amounts to a fraction of mm. 

 

Pump/probe crossing angle also affects the bulk absorption sensitivity when defined per unit of length, usually per cm. With 

pump/probe overlap area 0.5 mm-long the above estimate of 0.025 ppm corresponds to 0.5 ppm/cm.  
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Other applications, non-thermal effects 

 

Thermal diffusivity measurements 

 

The AC signal generated by periodic heating has both amplitude and phase detected. Dual-channel lock-in is used for this 

purpose. The amplitude of the AC signal is used to characterize the absorption value. The phase depends on the thermal 

diffusivity of the object. It shows the delay of thermal response behind pump pulses. In other words the phase reflects the 

thermal time constant relevant to the situation: the time for thermal perturbation to cross the pump beam. 

 

Normally, the phase is recorded to confirm the thermal origin of the signal. The other possible usage is to estimate the thermal 

diffusivity of the object. More information on the thermal diffusivity, especially for composite objects, could be extracted from 

the dependence of the AC signal, amplitude and phase, on the pump modulation (chopping) frequency. 

 

Photorefraction 

 

The other reason for refractive index distortion that can be detected by the setup is the so-called photorefractive effect. Many 

nonlinear optical crystals and semiconductors exhibit index change when illuminated by laser beam. The origin of the effect is 

the build-up of space charge around the illuminated area that generates electric field. Electrooptic effect completes the job.  

 

Photorefraction differs from the thermal effect of absorption by characteristic time constant and, in many cases, by the 

dependence of this time constant (and the amplitude of the signal) on the pump power. The index change is typically much 

stronger than for the thermal effect of absorption. Typical index change for the thermal effect is 10-8 compared to 10-6 or more 

for the photorefraction. Therefore, photorefraction frequently affects the static probe shape 

 

Other non-thermal effects 

 

Any other reason for index distortion or transmission change may contribute to the AC signal. Some observed and/or expected 

effects are free carriers effect on the index (observed for GaAs, recognized by an instant reaction on pump pulse), probe 

reflectivity modulation (also free carriers effect), compacting effect by the vacuum UV light known for fused silica subject to 

excimer pump.  
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Pump 

 

Pump is a laser at which wavelength absorption is tested. Many lasers can be used with one photothermal system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Setup for absorption testing, components 

 

1. Optical table or breadboard; 

2. Main box (PCI), with probe laser and imaging unit inside; 

3. Pump lasers; 

4. Attenuators, one for every pump; 

5. Mirrors to select/combine pumps; 

6. Electronics: lock-in amplifier, power meter, laptop with LabVIEW software, chopper (standard industry items). 

 

 

                                                                      Table/breadboard Pump #2 

Pump #1 

Attenuator Chopper  

Photothermal 

Common-path 

Interferometer 

(PCI) 
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PCI 

Top view of the PCI-03 instrument with both transmission and reflection photodetectors. Probe beam shown red. 

 

 

 

In this design, PCI-03, there is only one pump port. To use more pumps, their beams are to be combined or selected outside of 

the box. The PCI-02 box has two ports with pre-aligned beam combiner. 

 

The transmitted probe test can be done only with the object transparent to the probe wavelength, at least few percent of probe 

should pass through the object. Both surface and bulk absorption can be tested, sometimes in one scan. 
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The reflected probe option gives some more possibilities than just testing opague objects. The defects of bare surface could be 

detected with much better contrast because the bulk absorption signal is weak on reflection. 

 

2. Warranty 
 

Stanford Photo-Thermal Solutions gives 

− 1 year warranty on parts and labor; 

− 2 months unlimited email and phone line support; 

 

This warranty surpasses original manufacturer warranty in case the latter one ends first. This note applies to stepper motors, 

power meter, lock-in amplifier, chopper, and probe laser. 

 

3. Safety 
 

The pump laser used with the system is usually Class 4 laser as defined by IEC 60825-1 standard . Recommended protections 

are 

− warning signs; 

− red light at the entrance door to the room; 

− limited access to the room; 

− safety goggles. 

 

Electronic parts of the photothermal system (lock-in, probe laser, etc.) are standard products with safety instructions given in 

corresponding manuals. 

 

Safety instruction for stepper motors and probe laser (2 mW red He-Ne laser, class 3R or IIIa in old safety system) are supplied 

with the manufacturers documentation. 

 

Stanford Photo-Thermal Solutions will work with customer during installation and after to arrange and maintain safe 

environment for the supplied system that meets all specific requirements of the customer. 
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4. System set-up 
 

4.1. Wiring 

 

Stepper motors are powered by 12V adapter, minimum current 0.8A. Motors are controlled directly by computer over serial 

cable. USB to serial adapter is supplied to connect motors to USB port of the computer. 

 

Power meter head, usually model LM-10 by Coherent (if ordered by customer) is located inside or outside the PCI box. It 

connects to the power meter. 

 

The BNC cable of the photodetector connects to the small RC box (supplied) that is attached to the lock-in amplifier, either A/I 

or AUX IN 3 input depending on the RC box schematics. A/I input picks up the AC component of the photodetector while AUX 

3 input, which is located at the back side of the lock-in, detects the DC component. One more BNC cable connects the RC box 

to the other input.  

 

Lock-in amplifier connects to the computer with the 25 pin/9 pin serial cable (supplied). One more BNC cable connects chopper 

output f to the lock-in REF IN input. 

 

The RC box scheme is shown below. It protects the A/I input of the lock-in from the big DC current and separates this input 

from the DC input of the lock-in with the double RC filter. The other function of the box is to shunt the big, 2M, impedance of 

the DC input to allow for a larger photodetector current. The R,C values may differ from those given in the scheme. 
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4.2. Turning system on and off 

 

The pump laser beam parameters should be stable to assure stable spot size/shape at the pump/probe crossing point. Therefore, 

allow enough time for the pump laser to stabilize before making tests. 

 

Thermopile power meter should detect the power incident on the object, after chopper and focusing lens. The good location of 

the meter is at the back side of the box where the pump beam diverges to a few mm diameter and so will not burn the meter 

when the power is big. Make power measurement before installing the sample or be aware of reflections from surfaces and make 

corresponding corrections. 

 

Photodetector is powered by a 12V battery. Turn it off to save battery charge. 

 

Probe laser: never turn off if possible. It stabilizes for 2 hours after being turned off. The lifetime of a HeNe laser shortens if 

periodically turned on and off. These recommendations may need some corrections in view of recent drop of lifetime for some 

popular HeNe lasers. Turn the laser off if you are not planning any tests within a week or so. 
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Stepper motors (Zaber Technologies, Inc.) are designed to be powered non-stop. If power was turned off then after powering 

motors up commands 2 and 1 should be issued to restore motors functionality. You may use supplied LabVIEW software to 

send these commands. See software help files and manufacturers manual for more details. 

 

Stanford Research Systems chopper and lock-in are powered by switches located at the back panels of the copper controller and 

lock-in amplifier. This is not too convenient, of course. A simple surge protector, conveniently located, may be used to power 

them on/off. 
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5. Operation 
 

5.1. Sample installation/removal 

 

Notes: 

 - pump should be closed when attaching/detaching a sample; 

 - the precise positioning is essential for the reflected probe test: longitudinal position and tilts should be controlled; 

 - the option to tilt sample could be beneficial for transmission test; it helps to control reflections of probe from surfaces    

of a sample (accidentally, reflections may increase noise, see the noise section of the manual). 

 

There are magnetic bases attached to the mounting surface of the XYZ translation stage. They help to make quick and 

reproducible mounting of sample holders. Thorlabs specifications for these magnetic bases claim repeatabilty better than 1 rad. 

In reality, shifts of loosely mounted samples are the main reason of random errors. One thing to remember is to attach/detach 

holders softly, coming at an angle in order to avoid “hard landing” of the holder.  

 

Supplied are three non-adjustable holders which house 

− surface absorption reference (Newport part FRQ-ND02, see more details in the Calibration section of the manual); 

− bulk absorption reference (Schott glass NG12, see Calibration section); 

− custom-made pinhole to be used for rough pump/probe alignment (see Pump/probe alignment section). 

 

Two holders for samples are supplied with the system, based on the system parameters and customer preferences. Those may 

include an adjustable mount for 1” or 2” diameter optics, small sample holder, etc. 

 

Customers are encouraged to design their own holders, modify and even remove magnetic bases from the XYZ translation unit. 

 

After setting-up a new sample-holder combination the sample installation could be as simple as follows: 

− close the pump; 

− mount the sample carefully, such that surface always stops at the same position inside the holder; 

− with supplied LabVIEW software load settings related to the desired test; sample will move to a specified XYZ position; 

− tune DC signal to the maximum; 
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− open the pump and start the scan. 

 

5.2. Software 

 

LabVIEW based software is supplied with the system. That may be executables or LabVIEW “virtual instrument” files that 

require the LabVIEW Base Development suite. These programs are complete with help files. The “virtual instrument” programs 

are free to be altered at customer's discretion. 

 

5.3. Linearity range, polarization attenuator 

The dynamic range of the system in terms of absorbed power is about 40 dB. It is limited by the deviation from linearity at high 

absorbed power (several mW for most materials). The strong average heating effect distorts the shape of the probe beam. It 

shows as a change of the DC signal. Roughly, the 10% of the DC signal change transfers to about 10% deviation from linearity. 

To avoid this situation the pump power should be attenuated.  

The system is complete with polarization attenuator for every pump. Highly absorptive pieces like surface and bulk references 

require strong attenuation of pump power. Between 20 and 30 mW of average power incident on the reference sample is a 

recommended value.  

The polarization ratio of the pump laser limits the attenuation capability of the attenuator. For some lasers the attenuated beam 

looks heavily distorted. The best way to go is to improve the polarization ratio with a polarization cube or polarization prism. 

The usage of neutral density filters (not supplied) to attenuate pump power is not recommended in this case. It is essential to 

keep the pump beam profile identical for the calibration and focal spot may change its size which affects sensitivity. 

With attenuation, the dynamic range for absorption detection extends from 100% to a minimum value limited by the pump 

power and noise. 10 W of available pump power usually secures 70 dB range. 
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5.4. Noise 

 

The target noise value is between 5 and 25 V with the following conditions: 

− chopper frequency 380 Hz +/- 10 Hz; 

− no sample installed; 

− pump closed; 

− motors not moving; 

− lock-in time constant 100 ms; 

− the probe centered at the transmission photodetector, which means that the DC signal maximized with the accuracy of 2% at 

least; 

− the Main Unit front door closed; 

− no additional software filtering. 

 

The lowest possible noise is related to the quantum noise of the photodetector and is as low as 5 V when the DC signal is few 

Volts. Other sources of noise are listed below with the ways to identify them and reduce their contribution. 

 

Noise source How to identify Ways to reduce 

Probe laser Use Si detector together with ND 

filters to detect the full probe beam or 

use a pinhole to detect the central part 

of it. Wire the detector to the lock-in 

instead of the PCI detector. The DC 

signal should be 2-5 V. 

1. The excess noise could be triggered by high 

temperature in the room. HeNe lasers have a limited 

range of temperatures for low-noise operation. Keep 

temperature below 70 F if possible. 

 

2. Replace the probe laser head. 

Vibrations coming from 

chopper 

The phase of the noise is not random 

(coherent noise). Stop chopper, switch 

to the internal lock-in reference signal 

at 390 Hz. 

This noise may increase with time as the wear on the 

chopper motor increases. Use vibration isolation 

between the chopper head and the optical table. 

Cross-talk between chopper The phase of the noise is not random Place cables as far away as possible from each other. 
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cables and photodetector 

cables 

(coherent noise).  

Electromagnetic noise in the 

laboratory 

Unstable over time, drops when some 

machinery is not working. 

Record noise over the span of the whole day. Find 

better hours for low noise operation. 

Poor contact in the 

photodetector to lock-in 

wiring 

Usually comes together with unstable 

DC signal. 

Replace cables, etc. 

Unspecified sources of 

vibrations 

Pointing instability effect: the noise 

increases quickly when probe is 

misaligned (DC is tuned away from the 

maximum). 

Maximize the DC with the best accuracy possible, 

improve vibration isolation of the system. 

Strong air flows in the room Same Protect the system from air flows. 

Chopper frequency drifted to 

360 Hz 

360 Hz +/- 2 Hz frequency indicated. Adjust frequency to 390 Hz +/- 10 Hz. 

 

The trickiest source of noise, not cited in the table above, is the noise generated by scattered/reflected probe. One example is 

accidental reflection from the surface of a sample that bounces around and goes to the detector where it interferes with the 

straight probe beam. This may result in orders of magnitude higher noise. This noise can be recognized by an unstable phase and 

amplitude of the signal while the magnitude of the signal is big (normally, big signal should have very stable phase). 

 

The strongest noise of this type is generated when the reflected probe goes back to the chopper wheel. Here the probe gets 100% 

modulated and scattered back to the photodetector. The red probe spot on the chopper wheel is easy to see. 

 

To reduce this type of noise, tilt the sample using adjustable holder screws. Few degrees of tilt and reflections will go other way, 

the noise will drop. Sure, the DC should be readjusted to maximum after the sample was tilted. If that is not possible then try to 

block the stray beam wherever possible. 

 

The noise generated by moving motors during a scan is reduced by software setting “Waiting time” (see corresponding help 

file). 
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5.5. Pump/probe alignment 

 

The system is aligned during installation but may require small pump/probe adjustments if the temperature in the room changes 

by several degrees. 

 

The goal of pump/probe alignment is 

− to make pump cross probe at the pump focal plane; 

− to align the center of the pump to the center of the probe with the precision of few microns. 

 

The focal plane of the pump is determined during installation. It may be specified as a distance from the holder of the pump 

focusing lens (see Specifications section). The precision of +/- 1 mm is enough for the first stage of pump/probe alignment 

(rough alignment). Mounted pinhole is used at this stage.  

 

Attenuate the pump to a low power, below 30 mW. Install the supplied mounted pinhole and move it to the specified position 

using corresponding software setting. The probe should pass through the pinhole. If it is not, then check if the pinhole is at the 

pump focal plane with a ruler. Zero position of motors may have to be restored with the command #1. If after that probe still 

does not go through the pinhole move XY motors until it does.  

 

Next, verify if the pump goes through the pinhole. If it is not adjust the pump with the XY translations of the holder of the pump 

focusing lens. This rough alignment stage can be skipped if the pump/probe misalignment is small. 

 

The fine tuning of the pump probe alignment is made by maximizing the AC signal: 

− connect transmission detector to the lock-in; 

− install the mounted surface reference; 

− start 1D program; 

− move it to the calibration position using the corresponding settings of the software; 

− verify that the imaging unit longitudinal position (which is set by the base micrometer of the imaging unit) corresponds to 

the calibration position in the Specifications section; 

− maximize the DC signal; 

− open the pump (20 to 30 mW); 

− maximize the AC signal with the XY translations of the holder of the pump focusing lens. Use “DAQ monitor” software 

option for this step; 
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− move the reference longitudinally, with the Z-axis motor, by 1 mm forward and maximize the AC signal again. If it is larger 

then this new position is closer to the pump focus; 

− proceed shifting the reference with the Z-axis motor and maximizing AC until the absolute AC maximum is found; record 

this position in the corresponding software setting file. 
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5.6. Calibration procedures 

 

For every pump laser there are two calibrations, surface and bulk, for the transmission detector and one more, surface 

calibration, for the reflection detector. Use supplied reference pieces (“calibration standards”) periodically. Keep the log of 

calibrations. 

The goal of calibration is to tune to maximum DC and AC signals and calculate calibration factor R = (AC/DC)/(Pαref) where 

αref is absorption of the reference at the wavelength of the pump (αref values are given in the Specification section). 

 

Responsivity is a fundamental parameter of the system. It represents modulation depth of probe per unit of absorbed power. The 

units of R for the surface absorption are inverse Watts.  If the setup is stable and pump laser does not degrade then R will be the 

same within 5-10% for many years of operation. The main reason for scatter is usually the accuracy of pump power 

measurement. Increasing change of R could be an indication of pump degradation or accumulating pump/probe misalignment. 

 

Also, it is a good practice to “calibrate” the phase of the AC signal. This can be done if to set the phase of the modulated 

(chopped) pump to zero. Then, the phase of the AC signal (photothermal signal) will correspond to the delay of the thermal 

response of the sample behind the laser pulse. See also the subsection Thermal diffusivity measurements of the Basics of the 

technology section. 

 

Calibration of phase of the AC signal 

 

Close the probe, remove photodetector filters that block pump, scatter chopped pump. The AC signal will correspond to the 

chopped pump that reaches the detector. Adjust the phase to zero with the Auto phase button of the lock-in. 

 

After calibration, every optical material will show a characteristic phase of the AC signal. The phase depends on some 

parameters of the setup such as pump spot size, chopping frequency, etc. For a typical setup with the pump spot size of 70 

microns and chopping frequency 390 Hz, fused silica phase is -60 deg both for surface and bulk signals (transmission detector). 
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Surface calibration, transmission detector 

 

Notes: 

− to verify the validity of the data the phase and the shape of the AC signal is important; 

− if the phase is different from expected but the R value is OK then it should be corrected (“calibrated”) using the procedure 

described earlier in this section; 

− the shape of the longitudinal scan consists of the central peak and two smaller side-peaks. 

 

The calibration procedure is similar to the fine pump/probe alignment described above, however, there is no need to do last two 

steps unless there is a substantial suspicion that Z-motor coordinate of the pump focus is shifted (this shift may only happen if 

the pump degraded, pump focusing lens or XYZ stage were mechanically impacted and shifted). 

 

Log AC, phase, DC, power and calculated R. 

 

Make the longitudinal, Z-axis, scan of the surface reference.   

 

Below is a comparison of the calibration scan and a test scan of an HR coating. Note the similar shape while absorption is very 

different: 10.2% for the reference and 6.8 ppm for the HR coating. 
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Surface calibration scan. Saved snapshot of the program window. 

“Side-peak” (interference fringe) 

Static thermal distortion of probe 

AC signal phase, central peak 

The opposite phase of the “side-peak” 

Longitudinal (Z-axis) space resolution 
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Bulk calibration, transmission detector 

 

Front surface 
Back surface 

Middle, take calibration numbers here 

Interference effect 

Phase of the bulk AC signal 

Opposite phase of the interference fringe 

Small DC signal variations are related to roughness of the surface or refractive index variations 

Interference effect 

Interference effect Interference effect 
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Notes: 

− do not use the bulk reference for the pump/probe alignment; 

− the absorption in the piece is big enough to cause pump depletion effect, hence the asymmetric shape of the longitudinal scan 

and the necessity to evaluate the pump power in the middle of the sample. 

 

Steps: 

− install the bulk calibration piece; 

− move it to the bulk calibration position using the corresponding settings of the software (this position corresponds to the 

signal from the middle of the piece); 

− maximize the DC signal; 

− open the pump (20 to 30 mW); 

− use “DAQ monitor” software option to get AC, DC, phase. 

 

Make the longitudinal, Z-axis, scan of the surface reference. 

 

The shape of the signal is shown below. There are small peaks on both sides of slopes that correspond to surfaces. They are 

associated with diffraction effects. The true, undistorted bulk signal is seen in the middle of the scan. The pump depletion is 

evident. 

To get the pump power in the middle of the piece the incident power should be corrected for one Fresnel reflection and 

absorption in a half of the piece. This can be easily calculated multiplying the incident power by the square root of transmission 

of the standard. Square root includes both effects: one Fresnel reflection and absorption of half of the sample thickness. The 

transmission at the pump wavelength is usually given in the PCI factory specifications. 

 

The bulk responsivity of the system is calculated in the same way as the surface one. The only difference is that absorption is 

assigned to the unit of the length, cm, therefore the units of R are cm/W. 

Surface calibration, reflection detector 

 

This calibration is somewhat harder to make because the reflected probe shifts across the photodetector when the Z-axis motor 

moves the reference to a new position (unlike the transmission case when DC can be maximized once, at any Z-axis position). 
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Steps common with the transmission case: 

− install the corresponding reference piece; 

− move it to the calibration position for the reflection detector using the corresponding settings of the software; 

− maximize the DC using the XY-adjustable holder of the detector; 

− open the pump (20 to 30 mW); 

− use “DAQ monitor” software option to observe the signal; 

 

Specific reflection detector steps: 

− check if at this position the pump/probe crossing point is at the surface: 

− move Z-axis motor by 0.1 mm either direction, if the AC signal drops together with the DC then the position is perfect; 

− if AC increases in one direction proceed going this way until it starts to drop; notice the Z-axis difference Z between 

the AC and DC maximums; 

− correct the Z-axis calibration position: 

− move by the Z distance in the opposite direction from the DC maximum; 

− maximize the DC again; 

− repeat this procedure one or two times more until DC and AC reach maximum at the same Z-axis position. 
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5.7. Examples of tests 

Surface and bulk in one scan 

If there are both surface and bulk absorption in the sample, then the result is the sum of two signals. This is illustrated by the 

example above. One thing to remember is that different calibrations should be applied to the bulk and surface signals. The other 
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Longitudinal scan through AR-coated fused silica substrate 
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note is that AC signals add-up as vectors. For example, the AC signal with the opposite phase, from surface absorption 

interference fringe, will subtract from the bulk absorption signal. 

3 scans to characterize surface (coating) 

After Z-axis scan, transverse scan across the surface usually reveals surface contamination, see below. 

 

The third test is the relaxation test. The time dependence of absorption is tested. The procedure is as follows: 

− move to a regular point in the surface, the point without any anomaly of absorption; 

− wait for 1 minute before starting the recording; 

− after some time move to other point on the surface, by 100 or 200 microns, without interruption of the recording. 

 

 

Scan of contaminated HR coating, absorption "floor" 6 ppm. 
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The existence of relaxation usually corresponds to oxygen deficiency or other defects. Annealing helps to reduce absorption. 

Saved snapshot of the DAQ monitor program window and saved graph. Note that the snapshot contains only the last 1000 points 

of the whole recording.  
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Surface map 

The map of surface absorption created by 2D scanning software may help to reveal accumulation of defects and even subsurface 

damage patterns. 

Damaged coating, 3 x 3 mm area, 30 m resolution. 
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Residual subsurface damage for the uncoated, chemically etched surface of lithium niobate Q-switch, 1 x 1 mm area, 25 m 

resolution. 
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6. Specifications 
 

There is no fundamental limit for the absolute sensitivity of the system. Higher pump power and longer filtering of noise will 

improve it. We consider practical limits for the data acquisition (DAQ) time and the time invested to set-up low-noise operation 

as few hours (could be up to few days for unusually harsh environment). 

Minimum sensitivity is defined for a total noise value for the system exceeding 5 times that of low-noise HeNe probe, no 

software filtering. This situation corresponds to DAQ time 0.3 s for every space point, 0.1 s for time-dependence tests. 

The ultimate sensitivity is defined for the best possible noise value limited by the HeNe probe with no additions from other 

sources of noise, strong software filtering with up to 1 min DAQ time per space/time point. Better filtering is possible with 

careful elimination of coherent noise sources which can only be done on individual basis with correspondingly longer time 

invested. 

The typical sensitivity is defined for 1 s DAQ time, low-noise HeNe probe, total environmental noise doubling the HeNe noise. 

This situation is not too hard to maintain for extended periods of time. 

Main characteristics 

Parameter Typical Min/at least Max/ultimate Comment 

Sensitivity for surface absorption,  

- transmission detector; 

- fused silica substrate; 

- 10 W output pump power. 

10 ppb 

(0.01 ppm) 
25 ppb 2 ppb 

Given Signal/Noise ratio 1. Note 

that sensitivity scales linearly 

with the pump power. 

Sensitivity for surface absorption,  

- reflection detector; 

- fused silica substrate; 

- 10 W output pump power. 

20 ppb 50 ppb 4 ppb - 

Sensitivity for bulk absorption,  

- transmission detector; 

- fused silica; 

- 10 W output pump power. 

0.2 ppm/cm 0.5 ppm/cm 0.05 ppm/cm - 
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Modulation (chopping) frequency 390 Hz 385 Hz 395 Hz  

Wavelength of probe 633 nm - - 
IR probe could be used for 

semiconductor materials. 

Probe power 2 mW 1.5 mW 2.5 mW  

Pump/probe crossing angle 0.13 rad 0.04 rad  0.34 rad 
The choice of the angle defines 

the longitudinal space resolution. 

Focal spot size of pump beam 75 m 50 m 100 m 
Defines the transverse space 

resolution. 

Focal spot size of probe beam 225 m 200 m 300 m 
Should be at least 3 times size of 

pump. 

Longitudinal space resolution, FWHM criterion 0.5 mm 1.5 mm 0.2 mm 
In air. Should be multiplied by 

the refractive index of material. 

Transverse space resolution, FWHM criterion 40 m 25 m 50 m  

RMS noise of the photodetector with probe 

centered at the detector 15 V 25 V 5 V 
5 V is close to the quantum 

noise of the photodetector. 

 

 

Probe laser 

Model: JDS Uniphase 1122P or compatible 

Output power: 2 mW (Class 3R) 

Wavelength: 633 nm 

RMS noise: 0.1% in the frequency range 30 Hz to 10 MHz 

XYZ translation unit 

Actuators type: stepper motors (Zaber Technologies Inc) 

X-axis translation range: 50 mm 

Y-axis translation range: 50 mm 

Z-axis translation range: 50 mm 
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Positioning accuracy and other relevant parameters: see Zaber T-NA manual at www.zaber.com 

Reference samples (calibration standards) 

Surface reference for transmission detector: Inconel-coated fused silica substrate, 3 mm-thick 

Surface reference for transmission detector, absorption at 1064 nm: 22.2% 

Surface reference incident pump power damage threshold: 40 mW 

Bulk absorption reference: Schott glass NG12, 4  mm-thick 

Bulk reference absorption at 1064 nm: 116%/cm 

Bulk reference incident pump power damage threshold: 100 mW 

Surface reference for reflection detector: Inconel-coated fused silica substrate, 3 mm-thick 

Surface reference for reflection detector, absorption at 1064 nm: 22.2% 

Surface reference incident pump power damage threshold: 40 mW 

 

 

The specifications listed above may be different for your system. The exact specifications are to be discussed before the end of 

the manufacturing cycle. These differences may reflect the customization of the system at the request of the customer and the 

exact parameters of the available third-party hardware. 
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7. Addendum 1. PCI-300 features. 
Opto-mechanical design 

 

The PCI-300 instrument is designed to test samples with the aperture up to 300 mm x 300 mm. The design differs from the PCI-

02 and PCI-03 systems in the following way: 

− the Main Unit of the system is elevated; 

−  the thicker optical breadboard serves as the baseplate with the top surface of it at 230 mm or more over the surface 

of the optical table; 

− the baseplate has the cutout to accommodate the big translation stage that carries big samples. The big stage should 

be mounted to the optical table; 

− the pump focusing lens has the focal distance 125 mm instead of 75 mm. That allows for more space between the 

lens and the pump/probe crossing point; 

− the regular XYZ translation stage is mounted on a separate small baseplate and could be inserted into the cutout. Two 

small rails on both sides of the cutout accept rail carriers mounted at the bottom side of the small baseplate; 

− the enclosure of the Main Unit is made of the lightweight hardboard kept together with angle brackets and nylon 

screws; 

− the pump beam(s) is/are elevated to the level required by the Main Unit with the help of the periscope assembly. All the 

opto-mechanical hardware preceding the periscope is adjusted to the regular 5” (127 mm) level of the laser beam(s); 

− the front iris/manual shutter assembly is the only part that is elevated to the Main Unit level of laser beam(s). 

 

Software 

 

The software for the PCI-300 system has the additional feature of the manual scan. The way to operate the big translation stage, 

be it motorized or manual, is to switch the program to the manual mode. Then, the operator should enter the scan parameters as 

usual, the numbers should correspond to the big scanning unit. The program will show the window with XYZ coordinates. When 

the big XYZ stage is in the corresponding position the button "Take data" should be pressed. All types of scans could be made 

this way including area scans.  

 

If the scan has to be terminated the operator should first press Exit or Cancel or Save and then press "Take data". The last data 

point will be processed and the command (Exit or Cancel or Save) will be executed after that. 
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